Sharks

Some of the worlds most feared and yet
most fascinating creatures, and superbly
adapted to their environment , sharks have
been in existence for some 400 million
years! For-nominal pictures of a different
range of sharks.

We are emptying the ocean of sharks and rays. Of the 1000-plus known shark and ray species globally, nearly
one-quarter are classified as Threatened with - 8 min - Uploaded by Discovery UKDave is searching for evidence for an
enormous predator that he believes is lurking by Bremer Sharks, together with rays and skates, make up the subclass
Elasmobranchii of the Chondrichthyes. Sharks differ from other elasmobranchs,Threatened sharks are those vulnerable
to endangerment (extinction) in the near future. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) is the
worlds - 8 min - Uploaded by GoProSubmerge yourself into an epic underwater adventure with Ocean Ramsey, Camila
Jaber, and - 7 min - Uploaded by Discovery UKThe team go into a shark invested zone off the coast of Guadalupe to
witness female mega There are more than 465 known species of sharks living in our oceans today. Sharks are an apex
predator at or near the top of their marine food chains, and - 4 min - Uploaded by VeritasiumRemarkably little is known
about great white sharks, but they are similar to humans in a lot of Like other fish, sharks are adept at homing in on
sounds. Sound waves can travel up to four times faster in water than they do in air, and fishA shark attack is an attack on
a human by a shark. Every year, around 80 unprovoked attacks are reported worldwide. Despite their relative rarity,
many people - 11 min - Uploaded by TheRichestTry out ThePremium Network for free: http:///ft9hPS Subscribe to our
channel: http://goo.gl Interesting facts about sharks underwater videos of sharks in their natural habitat and the latest
articles about sharks and their origin. No matter their size, all sharks have similar anatomy. Like other elasmobranchs (a
subclass of animals that also includes rays and skates), - 33 min - Uploaded by MotherboardFor decades residents of
Reunion, a small French Territory in the middle of the Indian Ocean There are over 400 shark species. Learn about
sharks, as well as the threats this species faces, what WWF is doing to protect its future, and how you can help. - 2 min Uploaded by Barcroft TVHow It Feels To Be Chased By A Great White Shark SUBSCRIBE: We upload a new
incredible
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